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Speaker 1: (singing) Good morning and welcome to the wizard of policy child support 2017 policy update. I'm Tammy Hall, manager of The Office of Policy and Research, you will also hear from Liz Wilson, assistant division director for operations and OU policy analyst Melanie Castiano. In the room today, to help us with any OSIS or process questions, we have the PFRs and others from The Center for Professional Development. To all of you who have stepped up to make sure we provide the best policy update possible, thank you. 

A few housekeeping instructions as we talked about earlier, please mute your phone, either with the mute button or the star assist and if those don't work then just try to be quiet. If something comes up that you need to take care of, please do not put us on hold, just hang up and call back in. Feel free to ask questions during the presentation, you can ask questions and the link conversation box are over the conference line once we finish discussing that rule. 

Also, if you've noticed that the link audio is on, we are recording this training so you can listen to the training over your headsets, but you will not be able to ask questions that way. We're using the microphone rather than headsets, so we won't be able to hear you. So please type your questions in.
I'm going to remind you that each year child support policies are reviewed and revised by The Standing Rules Committee or SRC and the SRC consists of case workers to managing attorneys from all types of offices across Oklahoma. At the end of our presentation, we have listed the members of the SRC, these folks are the ones that helped with the policy changes that you're about to hear about. So thank you SRC for the time you have dedicated into making child support policy the best possible and we'll see you guys in October.

Rule making goes through a long process beginning with the research of often lively discussions at the standing rules committees, which make recommended changes of our rules in ITS that then go to our division director. Once Mr. Hutchinson approves those changes, the amended rules are reviewed and approved by the DH as legal and finance divisions at Sequoia, then Mr. Lake, the director of DHS must approve our rules. This all happens before they go to the Oklahoma senate and house of representative before they finally end up with the governor for final approval.

At any time during this process, our recommendations can be edited or denied completely. We have sent two documents that will be made available today, a copy of this PowerPoint with all the pictures and a copy of the rules that we will be discussing. In the copy of the rules strikeouts mean language that's removed and underlined means language that has been added. This sometimes includes language that has just been moved around in a rule, so you will see that same language that has been struck and underlined. If you want to follow along the rules, we'll try and give you the corresponding page numbers as we go.

All the rules and instructions to the staff that we're discussing today will be effective this Friday, September 15th. For a complete set of all the child support rules, including the ones discussed today, you can go to the public outlook folder OCSSall/policyunit/rules/currentrules, we will also put this path on the [audio skip 00:04:07] with today's validation code.

So let's get started, Melody?

Speaker 2: Hey everyone, our first rule we'll be discussing is 340:25-1-1.1 definitions. We've added a couple of important definitions to the section and we've also done a lot of cleanup. Most important is the addition of applicant. Sometimes the question comes up especially when we're doing a case closure application, "Who is the applicant when the case was originally opened as a referral?" Now we've clarified this in policy. The applicant on the case is the person who applied for services or was referred.

Another notable change is our definition of non-cash support. Previously our definition was taken from statute, but Sequoia would like us to avoid quoting statute in our policy, so we've been asked to change the definition. This new definition is reworded, but the meaning is intended to be the same as it was before.

And most of the other cleanup changes are because of agency name changes. We haven't updated this rule in several years so we're now changing our definitions to reflect that we are child support services, CSS, not Oklahoma child support services, OCSS, and we are now DHS instead of OKDHS.

Also, please note that throughout policy you'll still see OCSS and CSED used. This isn't because we've missed those, because we only amend a policy when we have to make a substance of change to it. When we amend a policy we open it up to scrutiny from the legislature, so we try to make sure we have a good reason to amend a policy before we start that process, but once we are amending a policy we also cleanup any other incidental changes like agency acronyms.
Moving on to 340:25-1-3.1 Designation of Authorized Rep, we've added that CSS verified the identity of the person completing the designation of authorized representative form. This is intended as a measure to protect CPs and NCPs, otherwise a person with a grudge could forge a designation form and get access to the case.

And we've also added an ITS discussing this a little more in depth that we'll discuss in just a few minutes. Alright, ITS 3 still in the Designation of Authorized Rep rule, is on page 8 of your strikes and underlines policy handout if you're following along. This adds that when a collection agency is listed as the authorized rep, we only release information listed in 340:25-5-67B2. This essentially limits them to what a party to the case can receive, that's things like income information, records of payment, court documents, and specific case activity like the number of locate attempts or service attempts and that sort of thing.

And in ITS 4, this expands on the rule's new requirement to verify the identity of the person completing the authorized rep form, but the form itself actually requires an ID or a photocopy of an ID, so that will be probably how we verify the identity most of the time and these methods of verification are provided to cover rarer scenarios like a sudden deployment where the [audio skip 00:08:15] designating the rep can't come in person for some reason.

Speaker 3: Okay, Service of Process, I've got seven slides of Service of Process, four of them are going to be on rules and three on ITS, what we've done is generally reorganized and clarify policy on the Service of Process methods. Many of these are not going to be new to you, we've just organized them in the order that you should use them with the most cost effective listed first.

So first of all we put service by regular mail to the address of record and we've added that this may be appropriate when the party's AOR is on file with the central case registry, meaning that it's flagged in OSIS, their address, as the AOR. What we've done is also put in there when service to the AOR is not appropriate, now this is already in the rule, the policy hasn't changed, so you guys know that the most extreme example is indirect civil contempt to court, you're not going to do service to AOR. Obviously, incarceration is a possibility as a sentencing in a contempt and so that's not something that you're going to use an AOR, you're going to have person servicing that.

Okay, the second one is Service by Acknowledgement, and again, this is not a new method by any means, but we've put that to the second spot as we're going through what would be most cost effective and you guys know this is when you deliver the documents to the party directly and they accept it and you file the signed acknowledgement of service in the court case, so we've just reorganized where this is in the policy.

Okay, the next one is Service by Certified Mail, and you guys have done just an excellent job of focusing on this when it's needed so that we don't have an undue amount of personal service costs, but service by certified mail, you guys know this is return receipt requested delivered restricted to the addressee and you're going to use this method when you can't do AOR, when it's not successful to do the acknowledgement or it's not appropriate. Now we've kept in here of when you're not going to do certified mail before attempting personal service, you might just go straight to personal service if you have a history in the case that's really low probability that they're going to pick up their certified mail, or as we've already discussed that it's really a requirement such as a contempt to court.

Okay, on Service by Personal Delivery, as we were looking at this in standing rules, we have changed the title to Personal Delivery from Personal Service, if you go and look at the statute, the service statute titled 12 of the statutes titled 2004, that is what it's called. We know everybody knows it as personal service, but the statute says by personal delivery and that we have put in that it has to be completed by sheriff, a deputy, or individual specifically appointed for this, you we've got our in state and out of state service process contracts. We've also put in here when we were contracting with one of those vendors, that the vendor must make diligent efforts to complete service and provide documentation to us, that was already in policy, we just did some cleanup, but we have in policy what diligent efforts means, the repeated attempts to serve the individual at least three times, different times of days, different days of the week, before declaring inability to serve.

Okay, so those are the four slides on the rules, now I'm going to go to the three slides on the instructions to staff. Instructions to staff three and four are new. We have clarified that an AOR is case specific, unless the parties in the case have designated otherwise, so a party can have different AORs for different cases. You're going to look at the case log in the physical file to determine if there's a current AOR and then in ITS 4 we've clarified that when a case opens or reopens a previously established AOR remains in effect.

Okay, ITS 5 on the Service to Process, this is clarifying a best practice for as long as I've known that the AOR's been around, you guys have been, if you're serving the party by AOR, you're also going to send the pleading by regular mail, often your regular mail address may be more current, but the AOR was established through the designation of AOR or through the court order, so you're going to send copies of all pleadings and orders that you're both serving by the AOR to the other current addresses.

Speaker 4: We have a question from Christie Park, "When an NCP requests a different AOR for his different cases, how is that updated since the NCP's address is updated by the AP# and listed on all cases?"

Speaker 1: Good question Christie, PFRs. Do you guys have any insight on this or should we take this and do some research?

Speaker 5: I have thought of this question as well, this is Brittany by the way, this may be something that has to be a system change because the system automatically changes the NCPs address when you update one of them, it changes all of them.

Speaker 1: So it's only the CP who can designate different ones?

Speaker 5: Right.

Speaker 1: So it's driven by the CP. So we'll take this question Christie and see if this needs to be a CDPE IR, BCS, QNA, one of those things. Thanks.

Speaker 3: [audio skip 00:14:43] by policy, may an individual have more than one AOR designated?

Speaker 5: Yes. Different cases.

Speaker 1: For the different cases, is that what you're asking Barbara? You're saying if there are different [audio skip 00:14:58]. Could you clarify? You're saying within the same FGN?

Speaker 5: [Rachel Mylens 00:15:06] is right, we need better programming.

Speaker 4: We will take this question to CDPE, [inaudible 00:15:14] the CDPE is online, but we will take this question to them and do some troubleshooting.

Speaker 3: I've got one more slide.

Speaker 2: Barb says, my question is really whether an individual can have more than one AOR, whether they have multiple cases or just one case, so she's basically asking if they can have more than one AOR on one case.

Speaker 4: I don't think ... I think that's not feasible. Once you have an AOR, then if you're going to have a different AOR, you would just be updating to that new AOR on that one FGN.

Speaker 6: You can only have one current address of record.

Speaker 2: Okay. One per case.

Speaker 4: One current address of record per case, okay.

Speaker 3: Good questions, last ITS is ITS 6, and this is where we have documented the refusal process. If a party has refused to accept certified mail and they're considered properly served, then you can do a default order and so this just goes through the laundry list of what you need to do in order to document that. So ten days before obtaining the default order you would send the documents by regular mail with a notice of default after refusal of service, you would proceed with your legal action and a default order, once the party comes to the hearing of course, you file your affidavit of service and you attach the envelope showing it's refused and then you will file a copy of that notice of default after refusal of service with the court. 

I'm going to give one plug before we go see if there are more questions, the service of process guide is finished. Beverly Walker has put that out for managers to approve through the CE approval process. This has been a real labor of love, when next time you all see Linda Monroe, you can all thank her, she was the main one who pulled together the service of process guide with help from policy analysts and from PFRs, so it's coming soon, it's a very comprehensive guide on service of process.

Speaker 4: Barbara says, then currently we are treating NCPs from CPs for AORs.

Speaker 5: Yes, and that's why we need to talk to CDPE to see if we need to change the system.

Speaker 3: You're focusing on the fact that CPs can have different AORs for different cases, but an NCP is by APN. We will look at that. Now you know the AOR is primarily when you look at the statute is used for service on the NCP. The AOR can be used for service on the CP, but it's primarily was set up for service on the NCP.

Speaker 4: Derinda says, I don't think we are, each party may have only one AOR per FGN. Yes, but if an NCP has multiple cases, they can't assign different AORs per case, but if a CP has multiple cases on the system, then they can.

Speaker 6: Yes, but no, but no, but yes.

Speaker 7: They can't do it on the system, but they can have separate AORs per case.

Speaker 5: Okay, good AOR discussion, we will continue this offline and see how we can troubleshoot is BFRs, CBPE, thanks, okay, Tammy's up next.

Speaker 1: Okay, our Family Violence rule, our rule actually starts on page 15, but our change to this rule is at the top of page 16, and in this rule, we refer the reader to our case initiation rule when we have an application that is received on a case that was previously closed [crosstalk 00:18:59], and we'll discuss that process in a minute when we get to rule 117. 

Okay, on page 17 in our 340:25-5-1.14, Noncooperation for TANF and Non-TANF SoonerCare Cases. In this rule we've added that noncooperation for a CP exists when the CP engages in ongoing conduct that is detrimental to CSS enforcement action. This is a new noncoop reason that is added to an existing list of already seven other noncoop reasons. 

ITS 4, which is on page 19, it's a new ITS, it gives an example of what detrimental conduct, such as a CP harassing an NCPs employer to the point that it jeopardizes an ongoing reliable source of support. 

And then ITS 6, also on page 19, existing ITS where we discuss pending good cause, we've added clarification that CSS does not contact or send letters to an NCP until a pending good cause determination has been made.

Okay, our next rule, or same rule next change to ITS 7, which is on page 20 of your rule packet, ITS 7 directs staff on how to proceed with the Oklahoma Health Care Authority Referral that has a pending good cause. The case is built and remains an 01 status until the determination is made or the applicant fails to continue the determination process. This ITS directs staff to our ITS 6, which were the steps to resolve that pending good cause claim. It advises staff when good cause is denied and all opportunities to appeal or review are exhausted and the case is converted to an 02 status, and finally if good cause is determined, then the case is closed.

Okay, our next rule is 340:25-5-1.17 Initiation of Title IV-D Case, the rule starts on page 21, but our change is in G, which is on page 22, and this adds the language for when the NCP submits the application for services and the case was previously closed for good cause. Staff is to review to determine if good cause still exists and if we can process without the participation of the CP. When we can proceed or the good cause no longer exists, we open the case and we close the case if good cause does exist and we cannot proceed without that cooperation.

Our next rule is 340:25-5-1.18 Noncooperation in Non-TANF and Child Care Subsidy Cases, and these changes are in the middle of page 24. The change to this rule was made as the adult and family services will no longer sanction child care subsidy immediately, but will address noncooperation when the benefit has to be renewed, which this could be up to a year. So we have removed the language that CSS contacts the AFS worker when the CP receiving child care subsidy is not cooperating with us and we've added language directing staff to initiate case closure when that CP on child care subsidy is not cooperating and we are unable to proceed without the cooperation of that CP. It also removes the requirement for the AFS worker to close the child care benefit when CSS reports noncooperation.

Also in this rule, [audio skip 00:23:04] different processes now that we follow for AFS, our customers, their clients when they're not cooperating with us, on page 25, ITS number 3, it goes with the rule that we discussed noncooperation when a CP is receiving TANF, so this is just a new ITS that reminds staff to update the CCPU to notify, because we still notify the AFS worker of noncooperation when that CP is receiving TANF. 

Then ITS 4 outlines how we proceed and update OSIS when the CP is not cooperating with us and is receiving child care subsidy. Staff still updates OSIS with the noncooperation just as we always have, but we do not notify the AFS staff or the AFS worker, and we then can also proceed with case closure if we're unable to continue without cooperation from that CP. 

At the child care benefit renewal, the CP will need to correct the action that caused the noncooperation or when the case is closed, must now submit a new child support application and correct the action that caused the noncooperation prior to CSS or prior to us updating OSIS showing that the CP is now cooperating. The CP's child care benefit shall not be renewed until the CP is in cooperation with us.

340:25.5.1.23 our Case Closure rule, again that's on page 25, but our changes are in the ITS which begin on page 27, ITS 6 is new and this rule allows staff to reopen a case within one year, when the case closed as unenforceable and the managing attorney determines that the case was closed in error. 

Then ITS 8 adds that CSS can close a case when the CP is not cooperating and cooperation is essential, this ITS goes with the rule about the child care subsidy and SoonerCare CPS. Also, you just have to remember that child care subsidy can close if they are cooperating, but their child support case can close when the conditions are met, I've been told this is called the unicorn when there's a unicorn, because there has to be an order, a child support order for all the children and those orders have to be paid in full. So when that happens, the CP can request case closure and that is closure, but it's not noncoop closure.

Our next rule is Melody.

Speaker 2: 340:25-5-124 is Assignment and Case Transfer and there are changes to the ITS only, which are on page 32 of the rules handout if you're following along. This Its just clarifies that CSS does not transfer or reassign a case to the county where an incarcerated NCP is located. Often transferring the case seems to make sense in the short term, the NCP is there, so the case should be too, but this really causes a lot of problems in the long run. DOC doesn't incarcerate people based on the area of the state that they're from, it's based on where they have space in an appropriate facility and they may even shuffle people around between facilities if it makes sense for them, so for CSS, this eventually means that orders are established and cases are assigned to offices in a totally different area of the state than where the family is and where the NCP will go back to once he is released from incarceration. So please, do not transfer a case to an office based on proximity to an incarcerated NCP.
Next rule is a really short one, we are revoking the entire rule of 140.2, this implemented the child support savings incentive program, but CSS and the state treasurers office were not able to development a process to make the program work, so we're getting the rule off of the books.

Next is 340:25-5-155 our locate rule. This is on page 35 of the handout and we've added a section on the most wanted missing parent program for this rule. The program is authorized by statute and 56 OS 240.24 several years ago and in the past CSS has had division memos on the program that give more detail about how the program runs, but now those are being replaced with policy. Also, the Center for Administrative Services is working on some updates to the program in a database, but once those are done there will be a training on the new and improved program.

Also in locate, we've added a new ITS, or not a new ITS, but we've added to ITS 2. This ITS includes a big laundry list of potential sourced of locate information and we've added a new item to the list, social media, can also be a source of locate information.

Speaker 4: [inaudible 00:29:01] asks, here's a [inaudible 00:29:04], there will be a training about the updates to the most wanted missing parents program and how [Schmidt 00:29:14] requests a state office for service of process on different cases.

Speaker 5: When [audio skip 00:29:19] common knowledge that's sort of been floating around is that offices are only allowed to have one worked with access to social media, but that's actually not correct. There's no set limit to workers with social media access. Your office can request access for additional people. In order to do that, the managing attorney needs to email Jeff Wagner from communications requesting access for the workers who need access and once approved by the CSS director and the director for communications, those individuals need to take the LMS course on social media for locate in order to get access.

Speaker 2: Alright, next up 340:25-5-169 Establishment of MEO Cases and here we're clarifying our policy on exceptions to MEO status. Now we will open all of a CP's cases to full service when CSS received a referral from OHCA and other criteria are met, which are listed in the policy. Basically, we open all of the CP's cases when there's a referral from OHCA and there's some sort of assignment existing already. This could be from a previously time period on TANF, deprived or delinquent juvenile court action, assigned cash medical, or child care subsidy, and basically the situation is similar to a TANF assignment. There's been some sort of assignment of rights to the state and so the state has an interest in tracking the person's income and pursuing any child support that's owed, so child support services needs to have a case open.

340:25-5-176 Establishment of Paternity. The only change here is in ITS, we've added ITS 11 reminding staff not to request a default order when there are multiple alleged fathers. It's a pretty big deal to establish paternity, so we only want to default an alleged father when all other possible fathers have been excluded by genetic testing and we've tried everything that we can to compel genetic testing on the last candidate.

Speaker 1: Modification, 340:25-5-198.2, rule begins on page 41, our change is on page 42. [audio skip 00:32:17] modifies the rule to add that CSS requests a cash medical order be effective on the same date the modified child support is effective unless the parties have agreed to a different date or the change in healthcare coverage cost [audio skip 00:32:33] availability occurs at a later date.

Speaker 4: Rhonda Meyers, what method should we use to compel GTs, what happens when we have multiple fathers, none of them will GT? When can we request a default?

Speaker 1: Well, it's the same methods of working with your state's attorney, you can docket that genetic test order, that OAH order in district court and do a contempt, and then if they fail to comply with the contempt, you would have a bench warrant that can be executed. The whole goal is to get that [inaudible 00:33:17] parent to comply. [crosstalk 00:33:20] talked about.

Speaker 6: It's a longer process to go that route, but it's the better process. I've always said that defaulting on an order is fine, defaulting on a paternity is a lot harsher than that, so if we can go a little farther with the contempt and bench warrant and push and even just somewhat saying those things are in the works if you don't comply, will often compel them to go ahead and come in and go ahead and test so that they don't have to be served, they don't have to be put in contempt, they don't have to be bench warranted and all that in between, so this stating how our simple process will if you won't come test, then this is what we have to do, often times they'll say, "Well fine, let's just get it over with." And sometimes it's also the spin that you put it on, it's just saying, "Well, I want to get this done so we can be out of your hair, because I don't think it's you either," whatever, you know just that there so I don't have to bother you anymore.

Speaker 5: And then you would just work with your state's attorney and your managing attorney.

Speaker 6: General process, yes.

Speaker 5: Derinda is going to a different rule? Go ahead, yeah.

Speaker 4: Derinda is asking on the cash [audio skip 00:34:33] rule, are we now establishing retroactive cash medical orders? If there was not one in effect previously and the motion was filed several months before the hearing slash order, that results in a new cash medical order.

Speaker 5: I don't think so Derinda, were you getting that from our slides?

Speaker 6: When cash medical is ordered as part of the modification action, CSS 
request a cash medical support order be effective the same date the modified child support amount is effecting, unless the parties agree to a different date or the change in healthcare coverage or availability occurred at a later date.
Speaker 5: Okay, so this is all the same thing of, if the parties agree, so we could avoid any type of an overpayment, because we know that statutorially, modifications can be effective the date that they were filed, so it's just a best practice if the parties agree to have it effective at the next available month, then you do avoid that overpayment.

Speaker 4: Okay, so Derinda says prior policy was that the cash medical would begin, respectively that child support may begin when the motion was filed.

Speaker 5: Yeah, so I think this was all done, it may have been a day that you were ... you were at most of our standing rules, but this was two years ago. This was not the last rule making year for standing rules, so I believe it was an attempt just that everything coincides together. You'd still have options of when you want that child support and cash medical to be effective, same day, cash medical is effective the same date as the child support is, you know the next month or it could go all the way back to the date that the motion was filed.

Speaker 4: Rhonda Meyers says has the status ten codes been updated for multiple possible fathers yet?

Speaker 5: Well, we have an update on that, which Nick will be working on a training  minute, because the multiple fathers status ten will take a lot of programming, so there's another answer. We were just looking at it. Tammy, Nick, Leslie, Sarah and I, yesterday, so the screen shows the other-

Speaker 6: The epoch screen has an alleged father section. We will no longer be placing alleged fathers in status ten, we'll leave them open, but if we list them on the epoch screen for the first FGN we're going to hit, we'll have a secondary alleged father section on epoch that you can list out your other FGNs and that right there triggers the audit trail and the exclusion from the 157 report when we list them there. And then once we exclude or include that father, then we would proceed to either clear those off or proceed onto the next father.

Speaker 5: And so when Nick said "triggers the audit trail," he's meaning that the timeframes will not kick in, it protects that secondary alleged father, so-

Speaker 6: As it would if it was a status ten case.

Speaker 5: Well, not necessarily, because status ... anyway, we're not going to do the status tens, but you won't have those timeframes accruing of when you're supposed to be establishing paternity, establishing child support, all of that, so that's a great question because that was already in the policy from a previous year, so we have been troubleshooting that and stay tuned for if it's either a quest article or a training minute. That'll be coming soon.

Speaker 7: We just met yesterday on this, so give Nick a little time and he'll be getting stuff out to you guys as soon as we know how the process is going to work out.

Speaker 5: So that secondary alleged father on that appended paternity obligation screen, it's pretty cool, you can list up to two and they're exploring if you can list more-

Speaker 6: And we're going to look at if you can list more than the two that are there.

Speaker 5: Good questions, any more? Yes.

Speaker 8: I have a question on this cash medical, it says the parties can agree to a different date, well probably 99% of the time, that money's not owed to either one of them, it's owed to OHCA, so how are they able to agree on a different start date?

Speaker 5: Well, because it'll all be part of the same order, now that's a good question Tammy, but it's all part of the current child support order, so basically, that's what you'd be focusing on because you're not going to-

Speaker 8: So you're saying if they want it to go back to the file date and this thing's been continued for six months, then we're going to flat panel it that past due amount of cash medical, well that's past due on that child support, is that what you're saying?

Speaker 5: Well, we haven't put in there, we said unless the parties agree to a different date, so it's really up to you and Linda and Melanie what kind of guidance you guys are going to do and Duncan, because we revoked the part that says the first day of the month following the date the modification is ordered, is entered, so it's really up to you guys how much you want to tell them because it doesn't say in the policy that you have to go back to the date the motion the modify was filed.

Speaker 8: Okay, thank you.

Speaker 5: Good luck.

Speaker 4: Okay, so Rachel Miles says so if they agree to make child support effective 10-117, then cash medical would be the same date as 10-115.

Speaker 5: Yeah, that's what I think, I mean that's what we're trying to get as the goal.

Speaker 9: I think as a best ... this is Bambi, I think as a best practice we should probably always try to get them to make it the first of the following from the date that we're actually talking to them. That's how I always did it and that just keeps accounting and overpayments and all of that out of play. It just gives the option of keeping that safe.

Speaker 4: Derinda Morris says that's what I was getting at, we could still have the cash medical effective respectively since the money is not owed to the CP in an assigned case.

Speaker 5: Yeah, good point.

Speaker 1: Okay, our next policy is 340:25-5-200.3 our Problem Solving Court Program, page 46 of the rule packet in B, we've removed the references to the CSS court liaison program since we no longer have that program and we defined the process for the problem solving court program referenced in Oklahoma title 43 section 140. We outline how child support proceeds when an NCP indicates that there are barriers to being able to pay child support by offering information about available community resources that assist in removing those barriers.
And in C access request to court include requirements in the court order for the NCP to work to remove those barriers to payments child support by using available community resources and when the court action is ongoing, we request as appropriate the courts set further or future court dates to review the NCPs compliance. We can also file a seek work proceeding for 56OS section 240.10. Also in this rule we have updated the definition of complying with the courts requirements by removing the COP individual service plan language and adding that they follow the court's order.

And at the bottom of page 46 to the top of 48, the ITS has been cleaned up to remove all the references to the COP and adding problem solving court program and referencing the court ordered plans.

In 340:45-5-211.1 our License Revocation rule beginning on page 48, again we've changed the court liaison program with the problem solving court program and then on page 49, our ITS 3 that we clarify that CSS request OAH to reinstate a driver's license when reinstating the license increases the likelihood in paying consistent and reliable support and this is for obtaining or keeping employment and we've added keeping to the existing language.

Speaker 3: Ok, moving on to Annual Notice we've got a couple slides on Annual Notice 340:25-5-213 and if you look at the rule package, you can see that we had a lot of information in the rule that had to do with the statute. So the first thing that we've done is we don't need duplication from 43OS 112A, we removed the statutory language that explains about the annual notice and then the big thing that we've done is clarify, as you guys know there's two steps to the annual notice, the post-deprivation notice when you immediately do your income withholding order, so we have it specified that you've got the temporary and you've got a permanent monthly amount on past due support. So the temporary payment is effective when the annual notice is issued and included on the IWO, the permanent monthly payment is effective after you've had that time period for the parties to request an administrative review and it's past, then that's going to be included on your amended IWO, and we're going to explain that a little bit more in the next slide.

As part of our healthy families initiative that we started a couple years ago, you're going to be looking at a temporary and permanent payment amount that's going to be appropriate for the noncustodial parent's circumstances and the best evidence and statutorially, you know you've got to have that temporary payment, can just be 25% of the last order that addresses the current support.
So in the ITS, it's ITS 2, we've added some instructions on calculating the monthly payment on the past due support when you already have a monthly payment in place. So remember, the totally amount of the temporary in any existing past due payment can't exceed that statutorially 25% occurrence support. So if you're looking at it how to calculate that, if you already have an existing monthly payment that exceeds the 25%, you're not going to add a temporary payment. The permanent payment on past due support is going to be that new payment, so that's going to take the place or supersede all those previous past due support payments and it's not going to be added in to the temporary or the previously ordered payments. I know that the pleas review committee met with BFRs and CDPE and stay tuned, pleas review committee is going to do some cleanup on the actual annual notice document and I think there's going to be some cleanup in the OSIS screens too, is that correct Debbie and Brittany?

Speaker 5: That's what we talked about, maybe getting rid of one or two of the screens, for an example possibly getting rid of ANOL, but they're still talking about it.

Speaker 3: So stay tuned, it's all just to make it easier. So none of this is brand new, the statute's been in place for a while, it's all clarification in the rule and policy.

Moving onto overpayments and Melody.

Speaker 2: Alright, in 340:25-5-312 we've carved out an exception to the general rule where we can only recover overpayments at a rate of 25% of the monthly current support and 100% of arreared payments. The new exception to that is that when the Center for Finance and Budget determines that an overpayment is the result of deliberate fraud by the CP, then CFB can withhold support at a higher amount to recover that money.

Okay, moving on to 340:25-5-340 the rule of Addresses of Record and this is on page 53 of the handout, you'll see we've made some updates. In the past there have been some questions about reopening a case, whether we can use the previous AOR or not and we've clarified that yes, we can, an AOR continues to be effective until it is updated.

Also, we've clarified that the AOR has to be updated in writing, whether it's a court order or with the address of record family violence statement, the AORFVS or I think that's the CSEDH also. Previously we've allowed CPs to update their AORs over the phone by talking with care, but we've discontinued this, now a CP or NCP can call care and update their mailing address and then care will send them a ADRFVS to update their actual AOR. Also, please note that care is now being rebranded to the public as CSS or child support customer services just to avoid it seeming like we're throwing a new agency or entity into the mix, it's much simpler to refer to them as CSS or customer service or something to that effect.

Alright, moving on to ITS, ITS 2 just reiterates what's in the rule. AOR lasts forever or until it's updated and this is even if the case closes or reopens. And ITS 3 includes a few instructions about serving parties by regular mail. We can send copies of pleadings and orders to both the AOR and any other current addresses we have for them because people don't always necessarily keep their AOR updated, so we can definitely send copies of pleadings to those other addresses, but we do not list any other addresses in the legal documents, only if addresses listed need to be the AORs.

Speaker 1: Okay, in 340:24-4-340.1 Disclosure of the Address of Record on page 55, we clarify that when an AOR is not public record, the AOR may be released by CCR staff or the state's attorney after verifying the sole purpose of providing this address is for service of process in support, visitation or custody actions. And then in C we've added that when an AOR is established CSS lists the AOR in the certificate of service for all court documents.

In the ITS in that rule on page 55, ITS 2, provides staff with direction to not use language such as last known address or address of record on file, unless that AOR is listed elsewhere in the document.

Our next rule 340:25-5-350.1 Return of Overcollections, on page 56 we have existing policy that CSS doesn't return overcollections when the [audio skip 00:51:31] fail to provide us with a new or modified order, that has not changed. What we have done is we've added that to include also that CSS will not return overcollected amounts when our customer has not provided verification of a change in physical custody of the child. So if the kid moves and they don't tell us and we still pay the wrong person we will not do those overcollections.
Speaker 7: What do we do if there is family violence on the case, usually if it would be the as reflected in CSS records or something along the lines of the CP documents?

Speaker 10:Then the uh, this is Liz, are you saying that that's how it's listed in the certificate of service or in the certificate of mailing, that you'd mailed it to the address on record?

Speaker 7: She says in the order.

Speaker 10: Well if it's already in the order, then that's okay, but new orders, and this is coming from our chief ALJ, so it wouldn't be considered valid service, you need to spell it out and put the actual address of record on future orders. As far as the family violence guidance, if you're redacting that before you sent that on to someone else, is that what your question is? Because if you have both CP and NCPs addresses listed there and it's because of family violence that she doesn't even want the address of record listed publicly so that the NCP would have access to the AOR, is that the question?

Speaker 7: Right, that's what she says.

Speaker 10: So what kind of guidance BFRs on the family violence, are you guys redacting them if this is such an extreme situation that even a PO box is not acceptable to be listed there.

Speaker 7: Well when you have the family violence indicators [inaudible 00:53:40]

Speaker 10: Okay, so it's going to come off [crosstalk 00:53:43]

Speaker 7: It's not going to [crosstalk 00:53:46] family violence indicator documents.

Speaker 10: So if you've got the AOR listed elsewhere in the document and then you're putting it on the certificate of mailing, certificate of service, then it's okay. 

Speaker 2: Also, the attorney general has an address confidentiality program that allows people to sign up.

Speaker 7: That's what Victoria said.

Speaker 2: Oh yeah, okay great, okay, awesome. That allows them to sign up and they can have their mail sent there and then it will be forwarded to them, but that's an acceptable address for the AOR.

Speaker 7: Yeah, got it, that's what she said.

Speaker 1: Okay, our next policy 340:25-5-350.1 Return of Overcollections, it's on page 56 and 57 in the new ITS, as a process for the adjustment to satisfy an overpayment is not addressed in a court order, so when that overpayment is equal to or less than 25% of one month's current support, CSS staff reduces current support for one month. Or if it's more than the 25% of current support, CSS we update the balances based on an arrearage comp and send a financial action request or a FAR to the Center for Finance and Budget.
Okay and then 340:25-5-351 our Allocation and Distribution on page 57 we have added language that a service fee of 3% up to ten dollars per month will be charged to non-TANF CPs on collections dispersed to that CP. This fee will also not be charged when a CP is a recipient of Medicaid, SoonerCare, but it is charged when only the children receive SoonerCare. There will be additional training on this this Thursday the 14th, I believe it's now at 9, it's gone back and forth between 9 and 1:30, but I think the latest is now 9. It's the fireside chat. You can see Tony Jackson's email that was sent to OCSS all on 9/18/17, but they'll get into what screens and how it looks and what's going to happen. Just note that if a CP has more than one child support case, a fee will be charged on each paying case.

Speaker 2: I think the training also will explain the notices that are going out to the customers and the press release and there's lots of excellent ethic cues, the fee group has been diligently working, so you'll get a lot of good information at the training.

Speaker 1: Many of you that were following with us in the rules handouts, you may have noticed that we skipped a couple of the rules. That's because these were cleanup only. There's no new or removed language that we changed those policies or ITS. So these are the rules that were cleanup only.
Speaker 3: Okay we're going to go over a new OAH administrative rule on certification of copies, this is the new deemed certified rule, so you will no longer, soon, you will no longer have to use that stamp that you use when an order prints off and then you stamp I with the certified copy. So this administrative rule that takes effect the same time as all of our administrative rules, so I'll be effective this Friday September 15th, says that administrative order can be certified as a true and correct copy whether the format is in paper, electronic, or digital, and so it goes on to say in the administrative rule for OAH, a copy is certified by having on the actual body of the order, a statement that says this a true and correct copy of the original. 

CDPE has been working with the pleas review committee to add this approved deemed certified language chief ALJ McLean has approved the language, so that'll be on there very soon, but you van be educating when you go to file it at your court clerk and they're looking for that raised seal, which will no longer be there. If you're sending it to another state and they don't think this is a certified copy, you can let them know, yes it is, and you can look up and find this administrative rule in OAH's chapter 2 subchapter 28 and you can send them that and then vital records has also been told.

Speaker 4: Rachel's asking if they can get that language through the word documents.

Speaker 3: You guys still use word documents in [inaudible 00:58:58] Beach, wow. No, yeah, it'll be on-

Speaker 8: [crosstalk 00:59:04] send it out.

Speaker 3: You should see it, if you need it again Kim, I can send it to you, but yeah, Linda is head of PRC has sent out what the language will look like and it's going to be right ... I'm trying to think if it's going to be right above, did we end up doing above or below the judge's signature. I think right above the judge's signature. PRC does that sound right? But we can send it to you again, but you know there's some awesome ... there'll be life cycle documents that Moby I know would love use.

Speaker 7: There's another question.

Speaker 4: Sarah said yes to you about where it's at. And then-

Speaker 3: It's above, Sarah, it's above the judges signature. Okay.

Speaker 4: Kim says not many more documents left.

Kerry Rosenburg I think, sorry I can't see that far, will vital systems [crosstalk 01:00:01]

Speaker 3: Carol, yeah that's a good question, Tony or Jennifer, are you guys on the line? Because we had talked to vital statistics about it so the answer is yes.

Speaker 4: And Tony said we think vital records will accept the  [crosstalk 01:00:17]

Speaker 3: Yeah, I knew we were talking to them about lots of things so I thought this was one, so the answer is yes.

Speaker 4: And then Leslie Lewis said Michelle since your forwarding the language to vital records and then they agree to accept the new rule.

Speaker 3: Okay. Awesome, Sarah, I know you guys are swamped with lots of things, do you guys have an estimate when the language will be on the orders?
 
Excellent 9 15, perfect. 
 
Okay. We're going to touch a few new legislations, CSS's only request fill, which is on fees did not go through the second chamber, but luckily we have it in our rules, so we're okay there. So none of these are CSS request fills, we're just going to go over them quickly. 
 
Senate Bill 292 amends 74RS 150.9.1, what this does is add DHS to a few other agencies of TC and OESC to authorize DHS as the employer to ask all of you guys to submit yourself to FBI criminal history searches, so this will mean fingerprinting. Several of the senators here at state office are in the process of implementing and seeing what needs to be done for this, so you will hear from Barbara Perkins, Holly Hagen-Reiss and possibly myself because this is all based on the publication 10 75, the IRS publication that was amended in December of 2016 stating that regular background checks that we do with new hires is not sufficient, we have to have anybody who has access to federal tax information once every ten years to go through the federal FBI criminal background check. 

So stay tuned, you'll be hearing more about this, we're still in the process of working with OIG and the part of DHS that does the fingerprinting, we'll get our law enforcement authorize and to decide whether there'll be restrictions on who has access to federal tax information and then there's still even some decisions on which screens do include FBI. There's some obvious ones and there's some others that aren't so obvious so this is the biggest new piece of legislation. We did not request it, but we were involved in it. It definitely will affect all of us, so stay tuned for that.
 
The next one is house bill 1235, it amends 12 OS section 2004, we really don't think this is going to affect us much it requires filing an affidavit to show when due diligence service cannot be made on the defendant. You guys can just look at that and see it's probably not going to affect us that much.
 
We've got two more, senate bill 653 that amends title 43 section 134, we were successful in stopping the bill that was going to affect child support, this one affects alimony. It says the courts does not include when they're determining alimony, the DA disability compensation.

Speaker 4: Kim just said she Linda's email on the language.

Speaker 3: Yay Kim. Thank you.
 
Okay, then the last one is house bill 1825, and this amends 43 OS 150.1, allows civilian personnel and contract employees serving in combat zones to be treated the same as service members so it could afford to the service member an expedited hearing within 10 days of deployment or notice of deployment.





